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Fans of Ally Carter's Heist Society novels will love this teen mystery/thriller
with sarcastic wit, a hint of romance, and Ocean’s Eleven–inspired action.
 
Julep Dupree tells lies. A lot of them. She’s a con artist, a master of disguise, and
a sophomore at Chicago’s swanky St. Agatha High, where her father, an old-
school grifter with a weakness for the ponies, sends her to so she can learn to
mingle with the upper crust. For extra spending money Julep doesn’t rely on her
dad—she runs petty scams for her classmates while dodging the dean of students
and maintaining an A+ (okay, A-) average.

But when she comes home one day to a ransacked apartment and her father gone,
Julep’s carefully laid plans for an expenses-paid golden ticket to Yale start to
unravel. Even with help from St. Agatha’s resident Prince Charming, Tyler
Richland, and her loyal hacker sidekick, Sam, Julep struggles to trace her dad’s
trail of clues through a maze of creepy stalkers, hit attempts, family secrets, and
worse, the threat of foster care. With everything she has at stake, Julep’s in way
over her head . . . but that’s not going to stop her from using every trick in the
book to find her dad before his mark finds her. Because that would be criminal.
 

“A sexy love triangle and madcap mystery . . . I loved this book.” —Jennifer
Echols, author of Dirty Little Secret

One of TeenVogue's 15 Most Exciting YA Books of 2014

One of PopCrush's 10 Most Anticipated YA Books

"Julep isn't just another high schooler beset by the usual drama of boys and
academia. Nope—she also happens to be a con artist and master of disguise,
which comes in mighty handy when her father mysteriously disappears.
Determined, she delves into the underbelly of Chicago to find him (bringing a
bunch of fresh plot lines and unexpected twists along the way)."--
teenVogue.com

"Summer creates a standout character in Julep. She lies and cheats with so much
confidence and skill that readers will cheer her on, but she also adheres to her
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own strict moral code. . . . A memorable debut; here's hoping for a lot more
from Summer."—Kirkus Reviews

 “Entertaining.”—Publishers Weekly

 “Well-paced, well-plotted.”—The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books

From the Hardcover edition.
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Editorial Review

From School Library Journal
Gr 8 Up—Julep Dupree is a liar. Trained by her father in the family grifting business, she is adept at trading
lies for money to pay the bills. Good thing, too, because the tuition for St. Agatha's High School is high.
Julep isn't alarmed when she returns home one evening to find that her father missing, but the tousled state of
the apartment leaves her with a hollow feeling and sets her on a chase to find him and the "mark" that
perpetrated the ransacking. Best friend Sam is worried for her, but the teen pushes off his concern, even as
she begins to get unusual and convenient attention from the class heartthrob, Tyler Richland. Together, the
three high school students work to discover answers to all of Julep's questions, a mission that will prove
deadly for one of them. Summer has penned a debut novel chronicling the life of a teenage grifter that is
outrageous and believable. In Julep, the author explores a young female character who must call into
question the actions of all those with whom she has contact, drawing upon inner strength to fortify her, even
in the face of mortal danger. Summer's characters are well developed and leave readers looking forward to
the next installment in this series.—Colleen S. Banick, Westport Public Schools, CT

About the Author
MARY ELIZABETH SUMMER contributes to the delinquency of minors by writing books about unruly
teenagers with criminal leanings. She has a BA in creative writing from Wells College, and her philosophy
on life is "you can never go wrong with sriracha sauce." She lives in Portland Oregon with her partner, their
daughter, and their evil overlor--er, cat. Trust Me, I'm Lying is her debut novel. Follow Mary Elizabeth's
latest exploits on mesummer.com, maryelizabethsummer.tumblr.com, and @mesummerbooks on Twitter.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Genoveva Johnson:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive today, people
have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place and notice by
simply surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated it for a while is reading. That's
why, by reading a e-book your ability to survive increase then having chance to stand up than other is high.
For you personally who want to start reading a new book, we give you this specific Trust Me, I'm Lying
book as basic and daily reading guide. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Marni Elliott:

Here thing why this particular Trust Me, I'm Lying are different and reliable to be yours. First of all reading a
book is good but it depends in the content of it which is the content is as scrumptious as food or not. Trust
Me, I'm Lying giving you information deeper and in different ways, you can find any guide out there but
there is no guide that similar with Trust Me, I'm Lying. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your
current eyes about the thing which happened in the world which is might be can be happened around you. It
is possible to bring everywhere like in park, café, or even in your approach home by train. In case you are
having difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of Trust Me, I'm Lying in e-book can be
your option.



Clifford Walsh:

Spent a free time and energy to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their down time with their family,
or their very own friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, going to beach, or
picnic inside park. They actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Would you like to something
different to fill your own free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book may be option to fill your
totally free time/ holiday. The first thing that you ask may be what kinds of book that you should read. If you
want to attempt look for book, may be the publication untitled Trust Me, I'm Lying can be excellent book to
read. May be it is usually best activity to you.

Christopher Hardnett:

That publication can make you to feel relax. That book Trust Me, I'm Lying was colourful and of course has
pictures around. As we know that book Trust Me, I'm Lying has many kinds or style. Start from kids until
adolescents. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and believe you are the
character on there. So , not at all of book are generally make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun
and loosen up. Try to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading this.
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